Abstract-The user selection and resource allocation problem for the downlink of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) wireless systems is investigated. It is assumed that the Base Station (BS) consists of multiple antennas in a distributed Antenna System (DAS), while a single antenna is available to each user. The considered problem is modeled as an optimization problem which takes into account a multiple antenna eavesdropper and artificial noise generation for secure communications. Also, the user selection unit is not the subcarrier, as in conventional OFDMA systems, but a set of subcarriers (chunk). User selection based on chunk, power, secrecy data rate are optimized for security capacity in the proposed suboptimal but efficient algorithm. Simulation and complexity comparison are provided to show the benefits of chunk-based resource allocation to DASs.
INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is a promising scheme that helps utilize multiuser diversity against multipath fading, which is also a candidate for high speed wireless networks, such as 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), IEEE 802.16 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX). Meanwhile, Multi-Input Single-Output (MISO) technology offers significant increase in communication capacity without additional bandwith and more power requirements. In such systems, the different channel conditions of each user can be exploited to boost system performance metrics such as the aggregate user throughput (sum rate) [1] . By combining OFDMA and MISO transmission, wireless systems can offer improved reliability. In a MISO-OFDMA system, the fadings of different subcarriers are independent for different users and the maximum system capacity can be achieved by using user selection and resource allocation.
In MIMO system, the system capacity can be further increased by placing BSs antennas at distributed locations [2] . In this DAS, resource allocation is performed centralized and the available resources are exploited more efficiently because of the different scattering environments across distributed antennas that enrich the wireless channels of users [3] . It was shown that Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) can achieve transmission on the boundary of the capacity region in [4] . And an iterative algorithm for the computation of the capacity was presented in [5] . Despite its optimality, it is unattractive in some practical scenarios for its high complexity. A Zero-Forcing DPC based technique (ZF-DPC) is proposed in [6] . The technique combines DPC with QR decomposition to completely eliminate the interference among transmitting users. Hence, although its complexity is lower than the optimal scheme, it can still be prohibitively high in realistic scenarios. Although information security is known to be vital in wireless communications, cryptography does not directly leverage the unique property of the wireless domain to address security threats. To further reduce the complexity and the overhead of signaling, chunk-based approaches have been proposed in [7] [8] .
On the other hand, we should point out that a large number of work has been devoted to physical layer (PHY) security [9] - [11] , as a complement to the traditional cryptographic encryption adopted in the upper layer. In 1975, Wyner [12] showed that a source and a destination can exchange perfectly secure messages if the desired receiver enjoys better channel conditions than the passive eavesdropper. Subsequently,secure communication systems with multiple antennas have been proposed, which degrade the channels of the eavesdroppers by artificial noise or signal randomization [10] . The authors study the power allocation problem for maximizing the ergodic secrecy capacity in single-user single-carrier systems for different system configurations [11] . However, the assumption of ergodic channels cannot be justified for delay sensitive applications in practice since the transmitted packets of these applications can only experience quasistatic fading [13] . Hence, a secrecy outage occurs whenever the secrecy data rate exceeds the secrecy capacity. At the same time, resource allocation in multi-carrier systems with PHY security considerations are studied in [14] and [15] for the case of single-user and multiuser systems, respectively. In these works, the channel state information (CSI) of the eavesdroppers is assumed to be known at the BS such that secure communication can be guaranteed. However, without considering interference suppression and resource allocation between different users, these methods are limited to single user systems and are incapable of deployment in multiuser downlink MISO-OFDMA systems.
In this paper, motivated by [1] [3], a suboptimal resource allocation algorithm, which enables secure communication in slow fading for for the MISO (Multiple Input Single Output)-OFDMA DAS downlink by introducing artificial noise with lower complexity. we formulate the resource allocation and scheduling problem for secure communication in OFDMA systems as an optimization problem. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we outline the model for secure MISO-OFDMA communication systems with artificial noise generation as an optimization. In Sections III, we formulate the resource allocation design problem and solve the problem by Using Zero Forcing beamforming and on spatial correlation based on the method of [1] and [3] . Section IV presents numerical performance results for the proposed resource allocation and scheduling algorithm. In Section V, we conclude with a brief summary of our results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Considering a MISO-OFDMA downlink transmission with N subcarriers, M distributed antennas at BS and K active users, each equipped with one receive antenna. And the eavesdropper has only one or more antennas, as figure 1. Let B be the overall available bandwidth, P be the total transmit power and
be the 1 M × channel vector between the BS and user k in subcarrier n. N subcarriers are divided into Q chunks, each with L contiguous subcarriers, that is N = Q × L， Thus,
is the mean channel vector between user k and chunk q.
Using ZF transmit beamforming, the baseband equivalent model for the q-th chunk-based system is 
log 1 
(10) The problem of the maximization of the total capacity with Q chunks can be defined as: must be sufficiently large according to (11) , which leads to the less channel capacity. The proposed algorithm comprises the following steps: 1)
Step 1:
Step 2: While SC φ ≠ ①Select a user randomly.
where ( ) i A t is defined as the allocation result of the step.
η , which denotes the spatial correlation between user l and user m in subcarrier chunk q .
• Let • Form a group, Å , of candidates that contains users with the above value of
sorted from the lowest one to the highest one.
• Set SC SC \ q = . 3)Output:
During the first iteration, the user with the largest channel plus should be selected. Then subcarrier chunk that maximizes the channel capacity of the user should be chosen. The following iterations are divided into two parts. Before meeting all of users, additional users are admitted to the subcarrier based on two criteria: 1) total transmitted power must be lower than the most transmitted power of each subcarrier, and 2) the total assigned received power must not be larger than the total one . Initialization step of the proposed algorithm is constant time, then in the loop, which runs for every chunk of set S , the best user among K for Q chunks is found. The operation requires O (KL). Then at most T−1 other users are found for chunk q. It is easily observed that the proposed algorithm has a larger reduction in complexity than the exhaustive search. Hence, chunkbased allocation proposed in the paper is very available in practical application.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance using matlab simulation. A cell with 1 BS and 1024 subcarriers, the number of chunks is 8 and bandwidth is 100MHz. Users are placed uniformly to the cell area. In the DAS, one of the antennas is placed at the center and the others on the vertices o fa homocentric cell. All results are averaged over 2000 simulation runs. The channel is modeled as frequency- antennas at the base station Figure 2 depicts the average secrecy capacity versus the number of receive antenna employed at the eavesdropper for several transmit power levels. There are 8 antenna at the BS. It can be observed that the secrecy capacity decreases as the number of receive antenna increases, since more of the transmit power has to be allocated to the artificial noise for degrading the receive signal of Eve. On the other hand, we can get that one non-zero secrecy capacity can be achieved as long as the number of BS is larger than that of Eve. Figure 3 depicts the average secrecy capacity versus the number of users for different transmit powers. It can be observed that the secrecy capacity grows with the users since the proposed resource allocation algorithm is able to exploit multiuser diversity with the existence of the eavesdropper. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3 , a more stringent secrecy probability will be introduce more artificial noise to interfere Eve, which decreases the average capacity.
V. CONCLUSION A resource allocation algorithm for the distributed secure MISO-OFDMA downlink has been introduced. In the algorithm, chunk is the resource allocation unit to reduce the complexity. So the complexity of the algorithm is smaller than the complexity of other previously proposed methods with the same security performance, as was verified through simulations.
